What happens in Luther's life that changes his life and he then becomes a Friar (priest)?

Luther's "a spiritual mentor", Father Johann von Staupitz sends Luther to Rome to deliver some letters. What does Luther see, witness, and/or experience while in Rome?

What is Luther's feelings or comments, once back from Rome, with Father Johann von Staupitz?

How does Father Johann von Staupitz react to Luther's feelings (what does he do with Luther)?

What will Martin Luther do while at Wittenberg (University)?

Luther begins to question the Church doctrine (and himself) with, "Is not salvation accessible to all?" What did he mean by this?

What was John Tetzel's role in the movie?
What is the one word his is supposed to say?

What is the outcome after Martin Luther meets with Cardinal Cajetan?

Why do you think Prince Fredrick the Wise (of Saxony) won’t give up Martin Luther?

What happens in the city of Worms in 1521 during Martin Luther’s trial?

What is the significance or impact of Martin Luther translating the Bible from Latin to German?

At the Augsburg Confession, Charles V makes some demands, what are they?

How do the Princes of the empire react to his demands?

What is the impact of the Princes’ decision?